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 ... is a new generation translation that brings the Bible to life for the average person, making it easier to read, understand, and
apply than ever before. The New ... translation is based on the best scholarship available, employing the latest research, state-of-

the-art technology, and the world's most widely read Bible translation, the NIV. These Bibles are available in three attractive
formats: a 4-CD set with the New ... version, a 6-CD set with the Old ... version, and two 8-CD sets. The 4- and 6-CD sets

include all nine books of the Bible in three versions: Old ... , New .. , and New ... . This 4-CD set is a wonderful gift for anyone
who loves the Bible and wants to enjoy it now in its best available form. An engaging and very practical guide for application,
this set will enrich any person's life. The 4-CD set, the 6-CD set, and the 8-CD sets are each beautifully packaged in a high-
quality case with a stunning gold foil design and packed in a gift box with a black and white photo of the Bible and a double-

sided gift card. The package design compliments the Bible covers and features attractive, professional quality photography. This
is the Bible in a gift package that looks as good as it is going to get! Product Description "This was a very thoughtful gift. I

know it will be enjoyed by the recipient, and I appreciate the thoughtfulness of the gift giver."---Kathy "I just received the gift I
was hoping for. Thank you so much for getting my favorite Bible verses to me. It's a beautiful edition, great cover, and a
beautiful gift. I hope you know how much I appreciate it. I love your site. I hope you continue to do well. Yours in Christ,
Melissa" "This is the Bible I've wanted for so long. I've been looking for over a year and finally found one that will do. It's

absolutely beautiful and well worth the price. I am so excited that I have finally found one that I will not need to borrow from
the library or buy from the library. I love it. Thank you so much for your dedication to helping those who love the Lord and His

Word to get the Bible they deserve." 82157476af
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